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Commutative Kleene semigroups are known to be rational, but Pelletier con-
structed a nonrational weakly commutative Kleene semigroup. We introduce
slightly commutative Kleene semigroups, a class of weakly commutative Kleene
semigroups, and prove that every slightly commutative Kleene semigroup is ration -
al. Q 1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Automata theory provides methods useful in the study of some algebraic
 .objects with low complexity; it has therefore been applied for example in
w xthe construction of group-theoretic algorithms 20 . Free semigroups are
the original context for automata theory; however, parts of the theory
 w x.remain valid in Kleene semigroups recently studied in 10]12, 14]18 ,
and even more remains valid in rational semigroups, which form an
interesting proper subclass of Kleene semigroups.
Intuitively, a semigroup is rational if it admits a finite generating set G
and a nondeterministic finite state machine which produces, on a one-way
write-only output tape, a canonical form for every product of generators
read from a one-way read-only input tape. Although this resembles the
w xdefinition of an automatic group 6 }a group equipped with a finite
generating set, a rational set of canonical forms, and corresponding to
.each generator g a finite state machine t which converts each canonicalg
 .form v to the canonical form t v of vg}the concepts are not entirelyg
 w x.parallel: in fact, any simple Kleene semigroup is finite cf. 16 , so rational
semigroups are simpler than automatic groups.
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It is natural to seek conditions forcing rationality on an otherwise
w xarbitrary Kleene semigroup. In this article, we extent 15 by proving that
any Kleene semigroup which satisfies the sentence
; x ; y xqy l yxq/ B
is rational.
Preliminary results and some background material appear in the first
section. In Section II, we discuss weakly and slightly commutative Kleene
semigroups. Section III contains preparatory lemmas. The main result
appears in Section IV.
I. PRELIMINARIES
We begin with a quick survey of basic definitions and results. Some
w x w xfamiliarity with semigroups 2, 8, 13 and formal languages 1, 4 will help
the reader. Set-theoretic notation might be conventionally abused by
 4writing a rather than a for a singleton set. P _Q denotes the relative
complement
 4p g P : p f Q
of Q in P.
A semigroup T is a set with a binary associative multiplication; a
monoid is a semigroup with two-sided identity element. Congruence,
quotient, and morphism are defined by universal algebra. As usual, T 1
denotes T itself when the semigroup T is already a monoid; otherwise, T 1
denotes the monoid obtained by adjoining an identity element to T. An
idempotent in a semigroup is an element e satisfying e2 s e. By an
exponent for a finite semigroup T , we mean an integer n ) 0 such that t n
is idempotent for each t g T.
We adhere to the common practice of omitting left]right duals of our
theorems.
Given a set G, Gq is the free semigroup on G: nonempty finite strings
with concatenation as multiplication. GU denotes the free monoid on G:
now we allow also the empty string l, which is the identity.
DEFINITION 1. A congruence ' on a semigroup T saturates the
subset L : T if
x g L and y ' x « y g L.
The unique coarsest congruence ' which saturates the subset L : T isL
w xcalled the syntactic congruence of L 1, 4, 8 ; the quotient T [ Tr'L L
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and canonical surmorphism
f : T ª TL L
are called the syntactic semigroup and morphism.
DEFINITION 2. A congruence ' has finite index if the quotient Tr'
is finite. A recognizable subset of T is a subset saturated by a congruence
 .of finite index; Rec T denotes the collection of all such subsets and
obviously contains exactly the subsets of T with syntactic congruence of
finite index.
DEFINITION 3. Three rational operations are defined on subsets of T :
union P j Q, defined as ordinary set-theoretic union; product PQ, de-
 4  . qfined as pq: p g P, q g Q ; and Kleene plus P , defined as the
subsemigroup of T generated by P. A rational subset of T is a set L built
from finite subsets of T by finitely many applications of the rational
 .operations; Rat T denotes this collection of sets.
Remark 1. In a monoid T , another operation is often useful: the
 . UKleene star P , defined to be the submonoid of T generated by P. We
harmlessly use PU to condense rational expressions, even in semigroups
with no identity element: for example, PU Q denotes Q j PqQ.
DEFINITION 4. Unambiguous rational operations are rational opera-
tions, except P j Q is formed only if P l Q s B; PQ only if
;p g P , ;q g Q, p q s p q « p s p and q s q ;i i 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
q q  .and P only if P freely generates the semigroup P ; URat T denotes
the collection of rational sets formed by unambiguous operations.
We now review rationality conditions in semigroups.
 .  .DEFINITION 5. A semigroup T is Kleene if Rec T s Rat T .
 q.  q.Remark 2. Kleene proved the equality Rec G s Rat G for finitely
generated free semigroups Gq. McKnight provided a useful generalization:
 .  . w xRec T : Rat T iff the semigroup T is finitely generated 1, 4 .
w xDEFINITION 6. A semigroup T is regulatory 10, 11 if T has the
 .  .  .property that Rec T s Rat T s URat T .
DEFINITION 7. A relation c : T ª U is called rational if the graph of c
is rational in the product semigroup T = U.
w xDEFINITION 8. A semigroup T is quasirational 10, 11 if T is finitely
generated and has the property that the composite
wc : N ª M
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of two relations
w : T ª M and c : N ª T
is always rational in N 1 = M 1, whenever w and c are rational in T 1 = M 1
and N 1 = T 1, respectively.
Remark 3. According to the classical Elgot]Mezei theorem, the com-
posite wc of w : SU ª DU and c : GU ª SU is rational whenever w and c
w xare 1, 4 .
w xDEFINITION 9. We say that a semigroup T is rational 10, 18 if there
exists some finitely generated free semigroup Gq together with some
q q  .function r : G ª G called a description of T such that:
 . U U1 r is rational considered as a relation G ª G ;
 .  .2 r is idempotent rr s r ;
 . y13 r r is a congruence;
 . q y14 T is isomorphic to G rr r.
w x qRemark 4 10, 12, 18 . For any morphism c : S ª T from a finitely
generated free semigroup Sq onto a rational semigroup T , there is a
description r : Sqª Sq of T with ry1r s cy1c .
w xTHEOREM 1 10, 11, 12, 18 . E¨ery rational, quasirational, or regulatory
semigroup is Kleene. A semigroup is rational iff it is both regulatory and
quasirational.
Since we need one of Pelletier's counterexamples, we briefly discuss the
construction method.
DEFINITION 10. A relation c : Sqª Sq is called a regulator if it has
the property
q w x qL g Rat S « c L g Rat S . .  .
w xTHEOREM 2 10, 11 . Suppose that S is a finite alphabet and that ( is
an equi¨ alence relation on Sq. Introduce a new symbol a , not in S, and let
 .qf be the coarsest congruence on S j a such that
;v g Sq, av a f av a m v ( vi 1 2 1 2
and such that the elements of the ideal
q qU UU US j a a S a S j a j S j a a S a S j a .  .  .  .
 .q wform a single f -class. Then the semigroup S j a rf is Kleene or
x  : wregulatory or quasirational iff the relation ( is a regulator or is a
x  U U:regulator which admits a rational cross-section or is rational in S = S .
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w x q qTHEOREM 3 10, 11 . Consider the function c : b ª b defined on the
free cyclic semigroup bq by:
 . w 2 n.!x n!1 c b s b ;
 . w 2 nq1.!x n!2 c b s b ;
 . w p x p3 c b s b in all other cases.
Then the equi¨ alence relation cy1c is a regulator which is not rational
considered as a relation b U ª b U and which does not admit a rational cross
section.
EXAMPLE 1. The construction of Theorem 2, used with the equivalence
relation cy1c of Theorem 3, yields a Kleene semigroup P, which we call
the Pelletier semigroup: it is neither regulatory nor quasirational.
Pelletier's work suggests studying conditions on a Kleene semigroup to
 .discover for example which Kleene semigroups are rational. The follow-
ing result has already been established.
w xTHEOREM 4 15 . E¨ery commutati¨ e Kleene monoid M is rational.
Remark 5. Thus every commutative Kleene semigroup S is rational:
adjoining a unit to S yields a Kleene monoid S1; then S1 is rational, and it
is easy to obtain a description of S from a description of S1.
II. WEAKLY COMMUTATIVE SEMIGROUPS
We want to generalize Theorem 4. Since the proof of that theorem
involved decomposing the monoid into a semilattice of power-joined
semigroups, we first study the possibility of such a decomposition.
DEFINITION 11. K is the relation defined on the semigroup T by
x K y m xql yq/ B.
We say T is K-finite if T has only finitely many K-classes.
Remark 6. A K-class cannot contain more than one idempotent; in a
periodic semigroup, each K-class contains exactly one.
We use the following theorem.
w xSIMON'S THEOREM 19 . A finitely generated semigroup S is finite iff there
exists an integer n ) 0 such that, for e¨ery sequence
s , s , . . . , s , s1 2 ny1 n
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of elements in S, there exist integers 1 F i F j F n such that the product
s s ??? s si iq1 jy1 j
is idempotent.
 w x.We need the next result cf. 15, Lemma 10 , in the sequel.
THEOREM 5. Suppose that S is a K-finite semigroup, the cyclic subsemi-
groups of which are recognizable, that Q is a cross section of K, and that c :
Gqª S is a morphism from a finitely generated free semigroup onto S. Then
there exist an integer m ) 0 and a finite subset F : GU , such that e¨ery
element of Gq admits a factorization of the form
f v f v f ??? f v f ,0 1 1 2 2 k kq1 kq1
w x qsuch that 0 F k F m, each f g F, and each c v g q for some q g Q.j j j j
Proof. For each q g Q, form the syntactic congruence ' q of theq
cyclic subsemigroup qq, and let ' denote the intersection of the various
' q . Let p : S ª Sr' denote the canonical morphism.q
Choose n for Sr' according to Simon's theorem. We will show that we
can take F to be the set of words in GU of length - n and m s 2n y 1.
Applying Simon's theorem repeatedly to a word v g Gq of length G n
provides us with some factorization
v s f x f x ??? x f ,0 1 1 2 j j
w xwhere j G 0 is some integer, each f g F, and each pc x is idempotent.i i
Among all such factorizations of v, pick one for which the integer j is as
small as possible; then, in fact, we claim that j - 2n: otherwise, by
reapplying Simon's theorem to
f x f x f x f x ??? f x f x , .  .  .0 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 2 ny2 2 ny1 2 ny1 2 n
we can identify some 1 F i F j F n such that the solid string of factors
f x f x ??? f x f x .  .2 i 2 iq1 2 iq1 2 iq2 2 j 2 jq1 2 jq1 2 jq2
maps to an idempotent, and this is a contradiction.
 .To conclude the proof, it suffices to observe that if p s is idempotent
then there exists some q g Q with s g qq: indeed, if we pick q g Q with
w i xs K q, then some p q is also idempotent; since s and q belong to the
w x w i x q y1 qsame K-class, p s s p q ; then s g q because p p saturates q .
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wDEFINITION 12. A semigroup T is called Archimedean or weakly
x  :commutative or power-joined if it satisfies the sentence
; x ; y xql TyT / B
q
or ; x ; y xy l yTx / B .
 q q :or ; x ; y x l y / B .
DEFINITION 13. An ideal in a semigroup T is a nonvoid subset I : T
satisfying
T 1IT 1 : I.
wLEMMA 1. Any quotient of , as well as any ideal in, an Archimedean or
x wweakly commutati¨ e semigroup is again Archimedean or weakly commuta-
xti¨ e .
Proof. The assertions are obvious for quotients, since the defining
sentences are preserved under morphism. Consider an ideal I in an
w xArchimedean or a weakly commutative semigroup S. For x, y g I, we
have
x n s uy¨
n
or xy s ywx .
w xfor some n ) 0 and some u, ¨ g S or some w g S . Then
x 3n s uy¨u y ¨uy¨ g IyI .  .
2 nor xy s y wxyw x g yIx , .  .
wsince I is an ideal; in other words, the ideal I is Archimedean or weakly
xcommutative when considered as a semigroup itself.
wRecall the following consequence of the Rees]Suschewitch theorem 2,
x8, 13 .
MINIMAL IDEAL THEOREM. The minimal ideal I, of a finite semigroup S,
 .  .is isomorphic to a Rees-matrix semigroup M J, K, G; P : in other words,
there exist finite sets J and K, a finite group G, and a function P: K = J ª G
such that I is isomorphic to J = G = K with the multiplication
 : : :w xj , g , k j , g , k [ j , g P k , j g , k .1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2
THEOREM 6. A weakly commutati¨ e Archimedean semigroup S which
contains a recognizable cyclic subsemigroup is power-joined.
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Proof. Let sq be a recognizable cyclic subsemigroup of such a semi-
group S; consider the syntactic morphism f q: S ª S q; and let I denotes S
the minimal ideal of S q. By the minimal ideal theorem, I is a Rees-matrixs
 .semigroup M J, K, G; P . Since the ideal I is weakly commutative by
 :  :Lemma 1, for each pair j , g , k , j , g , k of elements in I there1 1 1 2 2 2
exists n ) 0 such that
n : :  :  :j , g , k j , g , k g j , g , k I j , g , k ; .1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1
the element
n : :j , g , k j , g , k .1 1 1 2 2 2
 :  .is of the form j , g, k some g g G while the elements of1 2
 :  :j , g , k I j , g , k2 2 2 1 1 1
 :  .are all of the form j , h, k h g G . Thus, J and K are singletons and I2 1
is isomorphic to G.
For each x g S q and y g I, some x n g SyS : I, since S q iss s
Archimedean by Lemma 1; so G contains the unique idempotent e g S q.s
w x w qx w qxq q qFor t g S, f t has finite order so that e g f t ; thus f t alwayss s s
w qx q q y1 qq q qintersects f s ; so s intersects t , because f f saturates s ; sinces s s
sq is power-joined, it follows that S is too.
DEFINITION 14. A semigroup T is a semilattice of Archimedean semi-
groups if there exists a congruence f on T , such that Trf is commuta-
tive and idempotent and each f class is Archimedean. By a component
of T , we simply mean a f -class.
w xTHEOREM 7 13 . E¨ery weakly commutati¨ e semigroup is a semilattice of
Archimedean semigroups.
LEMMA 2. A component of a weakly commutati¨ e semigroup S is weakly
commutati¨ e.
Proof. Fix a semilattice congruence f with Archimedean compo-
nents. Suppose that x and y belong to the component C, and pick n ) 0
 .nand s g S such that xy s ysx. Since Srf is a semilattice, sxys f ysx g
 .2 nC, so xy s ysxysx g yCx.
THEOREM 8. Let S be a finitely generated semigroup, each cyclic subsemi-
group of which is recognizable. Then the following are equi¨ alent:
 .  .q  .q1 S satisfies ; x ; y xy l yx / B;
 .2 S is weakly commutati¨ e; and
 .3 S is a semilattice of power-joined semigroups.
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 .  .  .mProof. 1 « 2 . Given elements x, y, choose m and n with xy s
 .n  .2 m  .2 nyx ; then xy s yx g ySx;
 .  .2 « 3 . Since every weakly commutative semigroup is a semilattice
of Archimedean semigroups, we can fix a semilattice congruence f on S
with Archimedean components. By Lemma 2, each component is weakly
commutative; therefore by Theorem 6, each component is power-joined.
 .  .3 « 1 . Given x and y, observe that the products xy and yx belong
to the same component of S, because a semilattice is commutative; since
 .m  .nthe component is power-joined, some xy s yx .
Remark 7. It is now obvious that the Archimedean components of a
weakly commutative Kleene semigroup are exactly its K-classes.
 .EXAMPLE 1 continued . The Pelletier semigroup P is weakly commu-
tative: the K-class bq is a subsemigroup of P, while the other K-class
P_ bq is an ideal in P; so PrK is obviously a semilattice. Thus we
cannot in general expect good rationality results for weakly commutative
Kleene semigroups.
DEFINITION 15. A semigroup T is called slightly commutative if T
satisfies the sentence
; x ; y xqy l yxq/ B.
Remark 8. Each quotient of a slightly commutative semigroup is also
slightly commutative. Idempotents in a slightly commutative semigroup are
central: an idempotent commutes with every other element.
EXAMPLE 2. Noncommutative slightly commutative Kleene semigroups
exist. Fix integers p ) 1 and q ) 1. Let S denote the semigroup pre-p
sented by
 p p:a , b : a b s ba .
Let I : S denote the ideal consisting of all elements represented byq p
 4qwords over a , b which contain at least one a and at least q occur-
rences of b. Define S to be the Rees quotient S rI . To see that S isp q p q p q
 q q.slightly commutative, note that two of the K-classes of S a and bp q
are actually commutative, while for every v belonging to the K-class
 q q.S _ a j b the equalityp q
x pv s vx p
q  p .holds for all x g a since a is central and
x qv s vx q
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 q q .holds for all other x since x v and vx are then both zero . Now we
outline a proof that S is Kleene. Let p denote the canonical projectionp q
 4q  4qof a , b on S , let I : a , b denote the words containing at leastp q
one a and at least one b , and let I : I denote the words in I containing0
 4qat least q instances of b. Fix any rational R : a , b . It is easy to
y1  . qconstruct automaton recognizing the intersections of p p R with a ,
q y1  .b , and I . Since every word v in p p R l I _ I can be obtained from0 0
a word x in R l I _ I by commuting each of the several instances of b in0
 .x through an indeterminant number divisible by p of instances of a in
 .x , it is straightforward if tedious to obtain an automaton recognizing
y1  .p p R l I _ I by modifying an automaton recognizing R l I _ I . It0 0
y1  .  .follows that p p R is recognizable and hence that p R is; since R was
arbitrary, S is Kleene.p q
The following proof derives from a calculation for finite semigroups in
w x3 .
THEOREM 9. A slightly commutati¨ e Kleene semigroup S is weakly com-
mutati¨ e.
Proof. Suppose that u, ¨ are elements of the slightly commutative
Kleene semigroup S. We will show that
q q
u¨ l ¨u / B. .  .
Since S is slightly commutative, we have
xqy l yxq/ B,
for each x, y in S: taking x s ¨u and y s u yields
m n¨u u s u ¨u .  .
for some m ) 0 and n ) 0; taking x s u¨ and y s u yields
p q
u¨ u s u u¨ .  .
for some p ) 0 and q ) 0. Then
nqq n m m qqy1 qy1u¨ s u ¨u ¨ u¨ s ¨u u¨ u¨ s ¨u u¨ .  .  .  .  .  .  .
q p mqpmy1 my1s ¨ u¨ u u¨ s ¨ u¨ u¨ u s ¨u , .  .  .  .  .
which is what we needed to show.
Various conditions imply slight commutativity.
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EXAMPLE 3. A power-joined semigroup is slightly commutative: if
x p s y q, then x p y s y qq1 s yx p.
w xDEFINITION 16. A semigroup T verifies the commutator condition 9 if
T satisfies the sentence
; x Tx s xT .
EXAMPLE 4. A Kleene semigroup S which verifies the commutator
condition is slightly commutative. To see it, suppose that u and ¨ are
elements of S; let ' q be the syntactic congruence of u¨q and let f qu¨ u¨
w n xqdenote the syntactic morphism. Pick n ) 0 so that f ¨ is idempotent.u¨
There are elements s and t in S such that
u¨ n s ¨ ns and ¨ nu s t¨ n .
We compute
w n x w n x w 2 n x w n n xq q q qf ¨ u s f t¨ s f t¨ s f ¨ u¨u¨ u¨ u¨ u¨
w 2 n x w n x w n x w qxq q q qs f ¨ s s f ¨ s s f u¨ g f u¨ ;u¨ u¨ u¨ u¨
since ' q saturates u¨q, this implies that ¨ nu g u¨q.u¨
III. PREPARATORY RESULTS
We next establish some useful facts.
LEMMA 3. Suppose that singletons are recognizable in the semigroup S and
that x and y are elements of S, with x of infinite order. If m ) 0 and n ) 0
are any integers such that
x n y s x m
then m G n.
Proof. We suppose n s m q k for some k ) 0 and find a contradic-
tion. Consider the morphism
q 4c : a , b , d ª S
w x k w x m w x mdefined by c a s x , c b s x , c d s y. As x is recognizable in S,
q q y1w m xL [ a bd l c x
 4q k m mis recognizable in a , b , d . Since x x y s x , L contains the language
a ibd i : i ) 0 , 4
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which is not recognizable; hence L must contain in addition some element
a iq jbd i or a ibd iq j
for some i ) 0 and j ) 0: in the first case
x m s x k iqj.x m y i s x k j x k i x m y i s x k j x m , .
which contradicts the fact that x has infinite order; the second case also
yields this contradiction because
x m s x k iqj.x m y iq j s x k j x k i x m y iq j s x k j x m .
Thus we must have m G n.
DEFINITION 17. Suppose that K is a semilattice congruence on the
semigroup T , and let
k : T ª TrK
denote the canonical morphism. The natural partial order F on TrK,
defined by
w x w x w x w x w xk x F k y m k x s k xy s k yx ,
may be regarded as a partial order F of the K-classes in T and induces a
preorder F on T by
w x w xx F y m k x F k y .
Remark 9. If K is a semilattice congruence on the semigroup T and if
x g T 1 yT 1, then x F y. If x F y are idempotents in a slightly commutative
Kleene semigroup, then x s xy s yx.
LEMMA 4. Suppose that S is a weakly commutati¨ e Kleene semigroup. If x
and y are elements of S with x of infinite order and x F y, then an equality
x m y s yx n
can only hold if m s n.
Proof. Suppose the given equation holds. Then by multiplying by x on
the left, we obtain
x m xy s xy x n ; .  .
it follows by an easy inductive argument that
k k k km nx xy s xy x .  .
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for each k ) 0. Since x F y, the elements x and xy belong to the same
component of S, so that
qpx s xy .
for some p ) 0 and q ) 0. Thus
q q q q q qpqm m n pqnx s x xy s xy x s x , .  .
and since x has infinite order m s n.
THEOREM 10. Suppose that S is a slightly commutati¨ e Kleene semigroup
and that Q is a cross section for the K-relation of S. Let ' be a congruence
q  .which saturates the sets q q g Q , and let p : S ª Sr' denote the
canonical morphism. Then the following assertions hold.
 . w m x m q1 If x g Q has infinite order, if p x is idempotent, and if x y g x ,
then x m y s yx m.
 . w x  .22 If ab has infinite order and if p ab is idempotent, then ba s
 .2ab .
 . w n x m3 If x g Q has infinite order, if p x is idempotent and if x s ab ,
then a x nb s x mq n.
 . q w x4 If x g Q has infinite order, if x F y, if ab g x , and if p y and
w m x qp x are both idempotent, then a yb g x and there exists some integer
i G 0 depending only on y such that
x ma yb s x mq iab .
 . w m xProof. For 1 , suppose that x g Q has infinite order, that p x is
idempotent, and that x m y g xq. Clearly x F y. Since idempotents are
central in Sr' , and since py1p saturates xq, the elements x m y and yx m
both belong to xq. Thus, we can write
x m y s x r and yx m s x s
for some r ) 0 and s ) 0. It suffices to show that r s s. Suppose r ) s, so
r s s q t for some t ) 0; then
yx mq t s x sq t s x r s x m y ,
contradicting Lemma 4. The left]right dual of this argument similarly
eliminates r - s.
 . w xFor 2 , suppose that ab has infinite order and that p ab is idempo-
 .2  .2tent. We must show ba s ab . Since Q is a cross section for K, the
hypotheses imply that ab s x m for some x g Q of infinite order and
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w .2 xsome m ) 0. The element p ba is idempotent since
2 32 2w x w x w x w x w x w xp ba s p b p ab p a s p b p ab p a s p ba ; .  .
 .2 q  .2 rtherefore, ba g x . Write ba s x for some r ) 0. By hypothesis,
there exists some s ) 0 and t ) 0 with
a x s s x ta ;
since x F a , Lemma 4 promises that s s t. We compute
 . 2 t2 tq1r  tq1.x s ba s bab ab a .  .
22 mt 2 mt rq2 mts bab x a s ba x s x , .
where the next to last equality follows from the fact that a commutes with
x t. Thus r s 2m.
 . w n xFor 3 , suppose that x g Q has infinite order, that p x is idempotent,
and that x m s ab. We want to show that a x nb s x mq n. Observe that it
 .suffices to establish a weaker version of 3 , using the additional hypothesis
w m xthat p x is idempotent, for if this is accomplished, we obtain the general
case by the following argument: first,
w n x w n xp a x b s p x ab
n s w mq p xand therefore a x b s x for some s ) 0; moreover, some p x is
idempotent; then
x nqpqm s x nqpab s x n x pa b s x pa x nb s x pqs , .  .
 .where the third equality follows from the weaker version of 3 applied to
n  p . mq px and the factorization x a b of x ; so finally s s m q n.
w m xTherefore, we assume also that p x is idempotent. Since idempotents
are central in Sr' ,
w n x w n x w nqm xp a x b s p x ab s p x ,
n r w n xand therefore a x b s x for some r ) 0. The idempotent p x belongs
to the minimal ideal of its component, and therefore so do the elements
w n x w n xp x a and p b x ; this ideal is a group, and the element
w n n x w n x w x w n x w n x w n xp x ab x s p x p ab p x s p x a p b x
is idempotent, hence the identity element of the group; thus
n n n n 2 nw x w x w x w xp x a p b x s p b x p x a s p b x a .
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We calculate
2 nqm 2 n n nw x w xp x s p x ab s p x ab x
2 n n nw xs p b x a s p x ba x ;
n  .clearly, x F x ba and therefore, by 1 ,
x nba x n s x 2 nba . .
w x w n x  .Moreover p ab s p a x b is idempotent; applying 2 to ab and to
 n .a x b , we obtain
2 2 22 m n nba s x and a x b s x ba . .  .  .
Therefore
2 22 r n nx s a x b s x ba .  .
2n n 2 n 2 nq2 ms x ba x ba s x ba s x , .  .
and so r s m q n.
 . w xFor 4 , suppose that x g Q has infinite order, that p y is idempotent,
that x F y, and that ab s x n. Since x F y,
w x w x w x w qxp a yb s p yab s p ab g p x
and so a yb g xq. Moreover,
w m x w m x w qxp x y s p x g p x
so that x m y s x mq i with some i G 0 by Lemma 3. Write
x ma yb s a x m yb s a x m y b s x m yab s x mq iab , .  .  .
 . m mwhere the first and third equalities follow from 3 , since x and x y are
 iidempotent. It is clear that a yb s xab , but the weaker formulation will
.be more useful to us in Lemma 6 below.
LEMMA 6. If S is slightly commutati¨ e Kleene semigroup, then there exists
a cross section Q for K such that the semigroup Qq generated by Q is
commutati¨ e.
Proof. If Q is any cross section for K, and if n ) 0, then
 n 4q : q g Q
is another cross section for K. Thus, it suffices to exhibit some n ) 0 such
n  .that the elements q q g Q commute with each other. Partition Q s
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Q j Q , where Q denotes the elements of finite order and Q the other0 1 0 1
elements. For each q g Q , form the various syntactic congruences ' i0 q
of the distinct powers of q; for each q g Q , form the syntactic congru-1
ence ' q ; let ' denote the intersection of all these syntactic congru-q
ences and let
p : S ª Sr'
denote the canonical morphism. Let m be an exponent for the semigroup
Sr' . We claim that we can take n s 2m.
Consider any elements q and q in Q. If q mq m has finite order in S,1 2 1 2
 m m. m mthen since p q q is idempotent, there exists some q g Q with q q1 2 3 0 1 2
s q p; and since ' saturates each distinct power qi of q , q mq m is3 3 3 1 2
actually already idempotent; the same argument applies to q mq m, which2 1
shows that
q mq m s q mq m ,1 2 2 1
which implies the result.
Suppose, on the other hand, that q mq m has infinite order. Then q mq m1 2 2 1
cannot be torsion. The congruence ' satisfies the hypotheses of Theo-
w m m x w m m xrem 10; since p q q and p q q are idempotent, we compute1 2 2 1
q2 mq2 m s q m q mq m q m s q mq m q mq m .  .1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
s q m q mq m q m s q mq m q mq m s q mq2 mq m , .  .1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 2
 .where we repeatedly used 3 ; interchanging the roles of q and q , and1 2
applying the left]right dual of this argument, we similarly obtain
q2 mq2 m s q mq2 mq m ,2 1 2 1 2
and the result follows immediately.
LEMMA 6. Let S be a slightly commutati¨ e semigroup Kleene semigroup
and let c : Gqª S be a morphism mapping a finitely generated free semigroup
Gq onto S. Then, for each v g Gq, the composite
c [ F vq( cy1 (cv
is rational as a relation GU ª GU.
w xProof. If c v has finite order in S, then c is a finite union ofv
relations
y1 w i x q y1 w i xc c v = v l c c v .
w xand is therefore rational. We suppose henceforth that c v has infinite
order.
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 .Let Q be a cross section of the K-relation on S with c v g Q; let '
 .qdenote the intersection of the syntactic congruences ' q g Q and p :q
w m xS ª Sr' denote the canonical morphism. Fix m ) 0 with pc v
idempotent. Let H : GU be the subset which contains l together with
every word z g Gq, no solid subword of which maps to an idempotent
under pc ; by Simon's theorem, H is finite.
Construct a finite digraph with labelled edges as follows. For each
 :x g H, the graph has a vertex x , and there is one additional vertex t ,
where t is a new symbol. For each s g G and x g H such that xs g H,
there is a labelled edge
 :  :s , l : x ª xs . .
For s g G and x g H such that xs f H, there exists a factorization
q w xxs s ab with a g H, b g G , and pc b idempotent, and for each such
factorization we add a labelled edge
k  :  :s , v : x ª a , .
w m x w mq k xwhere k G 0 is chosen so that c v b s c v , which is possible since
w x w x w m x w m xc v F c b and pc v b s pc v . Finally, we include a labelled
edge
k  :l, v : x ª t .
for each x g H such that v mx s v mq k.
 :Regarding the vertex l as the initial and the vertex t as the terminal
state yields a rational transducer which computes a certain rational rela-
tion
d : GU ª GU ;
y1 w qxwe will be done once we show that d ( l c c v is the desired relation
c .v
y1 w qxLet s s ??? s g c c v , where each s g G. From the definition of1 2 p i
the transducer and Simon's theorem, it is obvious that for every i G 0
there exists some s G 0, some element a g H, and a corresponding pathi
s  :  :s s ??? s , v : l ª a .1 2 i i
in the digraph. We first prove by induction on i F p that
sqm mc v a s s ??? s s c v s s ??? si iq1 iq2 p 1 2 p
and that
m mpc v a s s ??? s s pc v s s ??? si iq1 iq2 p 1 2 p
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for any such path. The case i s 0 is clear. For the induction step,
distinguish cases. The path
s  :  :s s ??? s , v : l ª a .1 2 i i
decomposes into a path
r  :  :s s ??? s , v : l ª a .1 2 iy1 iy1
followed by a single labelled edge. If a s g H, this single edge is of theiy1 i
form
 :  :s , l : a ª a s , .i iy1 iy1 i
so a s s a and r s s and there is really nothing to show. But ifiy1 i i
w xa s f H, then a s s a b , where pc b is idempotent and theiy1 i iy1 i i i i
single edge has the form
j  :  :s , v : a ª a , .i iy1 i
so that
m mqjw xc v b s c v ;i
by the induction hypothesis,
rqm mc v a s s ??? s s c v s s ??? s ,iy1 i iq1 p 1 2 p
and
rqm rqmc v a s s ??? s s c v a b s ??? siy1 i iq1 p i i iq1 p
rqmqjs c c a s ??? si iq1 p
by an application of Theorem 10; moreover, we have
m mw x w xpc v a s s ??? s s pc v pc a s s ??? si iq1 iq2 p i iq1 iq2 p
mw xs pc v pc a b s s ??? si i iq1 iq2 p
ms pc v a s s ??? siy1 i iq1 p
ms pc v s s ??? s .1 2 p
Finally, taking i s p shows that for every path
s  :  :s s ??? s , v : l ª a .1 2 p p
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we have not only
sqm mc v a s c v s s ??? sp 1 2 p
but also
m m qw xpc v a s pc v s s ??? s g pc v ;p 1 2 p
thus v ma g vq and there exists an edgep
j  :l, v : a ª t ; . p
this gives us some successful path
u  :s s ??? s , v : l ª t ; .1 2 p
w xsince c v has infinite order and
m mquw xc v s s ??? s s c v ,1 2 p
it follows that
w x w u xc s s ??? s s c v ,1 2 p
which is what we wanted to show.
IV. THE MAIN THEOREM
We recall two lemmas and then prove the promised result.
w xLEMMA 7 15 . E¨ery quotient of a commutati¨ e Kleene monoid is again a
commutati¨ e Kleene monoid.
w xThe following result admits a number of proofs 2, 5, 7 .
LEMMA 8. E¨ery ideal in a finitely generated commutati¨ e monoid is a
finite union of principal ideals.
THEOREM 11. Let S be a slightly commutati¨ e Kleene semigroup. Then S
is rational.
Proof. We proceed in several stages.
First construction. Fix a morphism c : Gqª S mapping a finitely gener-
ated free semigroup Gq onto S, together with a cross section Q of the
K-relation of S such that Qq is commutative; let V be obtained by
y1w xchoosing one element from each c q , where q g Q. According to
Theorem 5, there is a finite F : GU and some integer m ) 0 such that Gq
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is covered by the sets
y1 q y1 q y1 qw xL L [ f c q f c q ??? f c q f ,0 1 1 2 iy1 i i
where variable L runs over sequences
f , q , f , . . . , f , q , f .0 1 1 iy1 i i
with 0 F i F m, f g F, and q g Q. Define the relation c as in Lemmaj j v
6. Denoting by v the element of V corresponding to q g Q in thei i
sequence L, form the product relation
w xC L [ f , f c f , f c ??? f , f c f , f ; .  .  .  .0 0 v 1 1 v iy1 iy1 v i i1 2 i
w x U U y1C L is rational as a relation G ª G and preserves c c-classes;
 .moreover, its domain contains L L , and its range is contained in the set
w x q q qR L [ f v f v ??? f v f .0 1 1 2 iy1 i i
w xWe progressively split R L . Since S is slightly commutative, there are
w x w x  .integers r 1 and s 1 depending only on f and v such that0 1
c f v r w1x s c v sw1x f ; .  .0 1 1 0
w xthen R L is a finite union of sets
Ur w1x jw1x q qw xR L , j 1 [ f v v f v ??? f v f , .0 1 1 1 2 iy1 i i
w x w x w x w x where 0 - j 1 F r 1 ; similarly, there are integers r 2 and s 2 depending
w x.on f , v , f , v , and j 1 such that0 1 1 2
c f v jw1x f v r w2x s c v sw2x f v jw1x f ; .  .0 1 1 2 2 0 1 1
w w xxand then R L, j 1 is a finite union of sets
U Ur w1x jw1x r w2x jw2x qw x w xR L , j 1 , j 2 [ f v v f v v f ??? f v f , .  .0 1 1 1 2 2 2 iy1 i i
w x w xwhere 0 - j 2 F r 2 . Continuing in the same manner, we finally split
w xR L into finitely many sets
U Ur w1x jw1x r w i x jw i xw x w x w xR L , j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j i [ f v v f ??? f v v f , .  .0 1 1 1 iy1 i i i
 w x w x w x.each of which involves a certain sequence of integers j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j i
and an associated sequence of certain pairs of integers
w x w x w x w x w x w xr 1 , s 2 , r s , s 2 , . . . , r i , s i .  .  .
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w x w xsuch that 0 - j k F r k and
jw1x jw2x jw ky1x r w k xc f v f v ??? v f v0 1 1 2 ky1 ky1 k
sw k x jw1x jw2x jw ky1xs c v f v f v ??? v fk 0 1 1 2 ky1 ky1
for 0 F k F i.
w w x w x w xx w xFor any given L, the sets R L, j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j i cover the set R L . We
fix, for the moment, one of these sets
w x w x w xR [ R L , j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j i ,
and for 1 F k F i inductively define rational relations
Usw1x r w1xw xR R , 1 [ f , l v , v , .  .0 1 1
Ujw ky1x sw k x r w k xw x w xR R , k [ R R , k y 1 w f , l v , v , .  .ky1 ky1 k k
and we set
w x w x jw1x jw2x jw i xP R [ R R , i f , f v f v ??? f v f . .i 0 1 1 2 iy1 i i
w x w x y1Then the domain of P R is contained in R, and P R preserves c c-
classes.
w xConsider now all the relations P R which arise by allowing R to vary
 w x w x w x.over the sequences L, j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j i with any one fixed value of L; by
w x w xconstruction, the union of the domains of these P R is exactly R L .
Finally, allowing R to vary freely, reindex the composite relations
w x w x w x w x w x w xP R (C L s P R L , j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j i (C L. .
with integer indices
w x w xJ [ P R (C L 1 F j F m .j
for notational simplicity, and let
r [ f v jw1x f v jw2x ??? f v jw i x fj 0 1 1 2 iy1 i i
denote the element of Gq corresponding to J . Each J is also a rationalj j
relation GU ª GU and preserves cy1c-classes. Moreover, the range of J j
is contained in VU r , while the union of the domain of the various Jj j
covers Gq.
Second construction. Let V be a set of new symbols which is in0
one-to-one correspondence V l V with V; this correspondence induces0
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a morphism i: VU ª GU. Abusing notation slightly, denote by QU the0
commutative Kleene monoid obtained from Qq by adjoining an identity
element; the morphisms c and i determine in an obvious manner a
morphism
VU ª QU ,0
 .which we denote by ci. For each pair J , r define a congruence ; onj j j
QU by
w x w xu ; ¨ m uc r s ¨c r ,j j j
and let p : QU ª QUr; denote the canonical morphism.j j
We consider the composite p ci: VU ª QUr; ; since QUr; isj 0 j j
 .Kleene according to Lemma 7 and therefore rational by Theorem 4 there
exists a description
d : VU ª VUj 0 0
U y1  .y1 U qfor Q r; such that d d s p ci p ci. Define L : G ª G byj j j j j j
L [ v , r : v g GU , . 4j j
and set
k [ L ( i(d ( iy1 (Ly1 .j j j j
k is a rational relation GU ª GU since the intermediate semigroups in thej
composition are all quasirational.
U w x w xSuppose that u and ¨ belong to the domain V r of k and c u s c ¨ .j j
w x w xWrite u s u r and ¨ s ¨ r ; let i u s u and i ¨ s ¨ . Since0 j 0 j 1 0 1 0
w x w x w x w x w x w xc u c r s c u s c ¨ s c ¨ c r ,0 j 0 j
w x w x w x w xwe have c u ; c ¨ , that is, p ci u s p ci ¨ . Then by construction0 j 0 j 1 j i
w x w xd u s d ¨ ; this shows that the relation k is a partial function, andj 1 j 1 j
moreover that for x, y in the domain of k j
w x w x w x w xk x s k y m c x s c y .j j
The equality
w x w xc L id s s c L i tj j j
w x w w xx w x w w xxfollows from d s s t; therefore, c k x s c x whenever c k x isj j j
defined. We summarize these facts by calling the relations k ``localj
descriptions'' of S.
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 .Third construction. For each pair k, j , define
U w x U w xD [ u g Q : uc r g Q c r ; 4k j k j
U  .D is an ideal in Q ; hence Lemma 8 there exists a finite subsetk j
 4 UX [ x , x , . . . , x : Qk j 1 2 n
such that D is the union of the sets QU x .k j i
w x U w xEach x c r g Q c r , so for each x there exists some y such thati k j i i
w x w xx c r s y c r . Consider the relationi k i j
z k : QU ª QUj
which is defined by
k U w x w xz [ zx , w : w , z g Q , p w s p zy , 1 F i F n . . 4j i j j i
We form the composite
t k [ FVU r (L (cy1 (z k (c (Ly1 (FVU r .j j j j k k
The quasirationality of the intermediate semigroups again implies that t kj
is rational as a relation GU ª GU. We claim that
t k s cy1c l VU r = VU r . .j k j
 . k UIn fact, if u, ¨ g t then there exist v g V withj i
w x w x ku s v r , ¨ s v r , and c v , c v g z ; .1 k 2 j 1 2 j
thus, we can find x , y , w, and z g QU , such thati i
w x w xc v s zx , c v s w ,1 i 2
w x w x w x w xp w s p zy , and x c r s y c r ;j j j i k i j
computing
w x w x w x w xc u s c v r s zx c r s zy c r1 k i k i j
w x w x w xs wc r s c v r s c ¨ ,j 2 j
which shows that
t k : cy1c l VU r = VU r . .j k j
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w x w xFor the converse inclusion, suppose c ur s c ¨r ; then, by definition,k j
w x w xc u g D , so c u s zx for some x . Computek j i i
w x w x w x w x w xzy c r s zx c r s c ur s c ¨ c r ,i j i k k j
 w x. kso zx , c ¨ g z , from which the desired result follows.i j
Final construction. Form the composites
u k [ k (t k (Jj j j k
with 1 F j F k F m. We define
r [ u 1 j u 2 j u 3 j ??? j u m1 1 1 1 1
and denote by L the domain of r . Proceeding inductively, assume that1 1
r and L have been defined; putiy1 iy1
r [ u i j u iq1 j ??? j u m (F Gq_ L . .i i i i iy1
and let L denote the domain of r j r j ??? j r . This process naturallyi 1 1 i
stops with the construction of
r [ u m (F Gq_ L .m m my1
or sooner, if some earlier L s Gq. The domains of the r are disjoint byi i
construction.
Since the domains of the relations J cover Gq, and the domain of kj j
includes the range of J , the domains of the relations u j also cover Gq,j j
from which it follows that the domain of
r [ r j r j ??? j r1 2 m
is the whole of Gq.
We claim that the domain of each r is a union of cy1c-classes. Inducti
 .on i, supposing the result for n - i. We must show that if r u is definedi
 .  .  .  .and c u s c ¨ , then r ¨ is also defined. Suppose not. Some r ¨ isi k
 .defined; since the various r ¨ have disjoint domains, the inductionj
hypothesis forces k ) i. Now
r u s u n u and r ¨ s u m ¨ .  .  .  .i i k k
n .  .for some n G i and m G k. As u u is defined, v r g J u for somei 1 n n
v g VU ; moreover, there exists v g VU with1 2
v r , v r g t n ; .1 n 2 i i
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 . Ulikewise, v r g J ¨ and there exists v g V with3 m m 4
v r , v r g t m . .3 m 4 k k
Moreover, since
c v r s c v r s c u s c ¨ s c v r s c v r , .  .  .  .  .  .2 i 1 n 3 m 4 k
we have
v r , v r g t k . .4 k 2 i i
Therefore, the set
t k (t m (J ¨ : t m (J ¨ .  .i k m i m
is not empty and therefore ¨ belongs to the domain of u m. Now, accordingi
to the induction hypothesis, if ¨ was excluded from the domain of ri
during the original construction of r , then the whole cy1c-class of ¨i
 .including u was likewise excluded, contrary to assumption. Thus, the
domain of each r is a union of cy1c-classes.i
Because each k is a local description for the semigroup, it follows eachj
relation r is a partial function which is constant on cy1c-classes and thati
in fact we have actually constructed a description r of S.
Remark 10. Thus every power-joined Kleene semigroup is rational, and
so is every Kleene semigroup which verifies the commutator condition.
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